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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This is a

descr~ptive

and ana1ytica1 study of the

twelve adolescents who have participated in the Independent
Living Subsidy Program (ILSP) in the Model Cities &~ea of
Portland.

It is an assessment of the program's impact on the

adolescents in working toward the goals of

~4ependence

and

self-sufficiency.
The concept of a program which would subsidize out-of
home care for certain adolescents in living facilities of
their own, with a measure of independence, was conceived by
a caseworker at t~e Children's Services Division (CSD) and
an. administrator of a children's residential care facility.
In his work with young peopJ.e. the caseworker encountered
frustration in dealing with a segment of the youngsters who
came to the agency' s attention. . "These kids were' those who,
for any number of reasons, were being kicked around.

Some

had been bounced from one substitute care program to another.
Some had no parents, no family.

Some were

streets, living from hand to mouth.
respone~bility

up on the

But all were still the

of the state because' they

(Oresonian, Aug. 4. 1974)

endi~g

wer~

under age."

No existing program seemed to meet

the needs of these youngsters.

Substitute care programs such

as foeter care, 'group home care, reaidentiaJ. or institutioneJ..
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care had either been tried or were not appropriate.

No one

was able to take responsibility for these youngsters and see
that their needs would be met.

At the same time'they were

too young to take full responsibility for themselves.
The ILSP was passed irtto law during the 1973 Oregon
State

as House Bill 2499.

Leg~slature

"independent resident facilities" to be
certain minors.

The law a110wed
est~bli6hed

for

It also authorized the payment of grants to

these minors for rent, food, clothing, and incidental ex
penses.

CSD was to establish program policies and administer

the program.

The Legislature authorize'd 350,000 to implement

the program in two areas of the state.

Eugene and the Model

Cities area of Portland were chosen, and each received
$25,000 to establish an

The program became
area can support

Ind~pendent

operation~l

Living Subsidy Program.

in February, 1974 and each

approximat~ly,ten

participants.

The program was established for minors who were at
least'sixteen years of age, and in need of out-of-home care.
To be eligible, they need to have already been placed with
out success in two or more foster homes, group homes, youth
care centers or institutions.

The participants of the Model

Cities ILSP, the program which is the subject of this study
and evaluat ion, averaged five di.£ferent placements prior to
their admission into the ILSP.

The program was designed for

young people whose social background is so disruptive that
they cannot be expected to adjust to a family setting.
ILSP offers a

liv~ng

arrangement other than a family or

The

"""""~
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institutional setting.

The minor is given the opportunity to

live with a degree of independence while pursuing his edu
cation, vocational training, or career.

The ILSF offers the

adolescent a. vehicle whereby he can progress from a degree
of financial and advisory dependence on the state to a
pqsition of independence and self-sufficiency.
:'

The

gba~

of the ILSP is the development of the adoles

cent's capa 7ity for assuming the adu1t responsibilities of
caring for oneself, 'being self-sufficient, as well as being
self-supporting.

The practice of allowing'the adolescent

eome independence and responsibility while in the program is
new and innovative.

~o

other modele of such a

p~ogram

could

be found.
The amount of responsibility the adolescents in the
program may assume varies with their capacities.

Some may

need more assistance in assuming responsibilities for such
things as money managem.ent, or proper care of their residence,
or even themselves.

There may be temporary "fiailures" in

meeting responsibilities, such as not paying a bill on time.
However,

~he

youngster still takes responsibility for this,

and in th~s example he may be required to rebudget and perhaps
do without some luxury item in order to meet the bill.

He

is allowed and encouraged to learn from his "failures".

As

he grows in responsibility, he takes on further responsi
bilities.
In our study of the Model Cities ILSP we felt it was
important to have an understanding of the backgrounds of the

4
adolesoents prior to entry into the program.

As we wanted ,to

look at ohanges in the adolesoent after being in the program,
we needed to know where he stood upon entering the ,program.
No measurement had been taken prior to entry whioh would
enable us to establish a baseline for comparison.

Yet just

to begin to draw up a measure we needed some sense of where
they stood upon entering the program in regard to the vari
ables we intended to measure them against.

Did they enter

at a high level of funotioning in the areas of education,
employment, money management, responsibility and sel£
confidence?

Or were they what could be termed a "high risk"

population, functioning at a much lower level?

A review of

,admission 'data on the youngsters gave us some sense of the
kinds o£ youngsters the program was serving.
Previously we stated the population averaged five
plaoements prior to their admission into the program.

(See

Table 1, column ,3, Appendix B for the number of Bubstitute
care placements of each particip~t).

With s~ many moves

oould ,we expect suoh a youngster to be up to grade level in
school?

Shou1d we expect such a youngster to have a high

level of

sel~-confidence,

which normally develops from a

sense of being valued and loved?

The family backgrounds

indicated a pattern of large families, with many siblings.
The predominant marital pattern for ,the parents was separation
or divorce, sometimes with a remarriage.
ticipants were wards of the court.
negleot and; in some

c~ses,

Many of the par

There were'complaints of

of incorrigibility.

Background

.-:-.:~
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data on income was not gathered.
graphica~

area of

Mode~

However, given the geo

Cities, one can assume the youngsters

to be from low income families.
Such background data gave us a
baseline for the

genera~

sense of a

we were going to measure.

variab~es

We

were dealing with a "high risk" population and might expect
a higher than average failure rate.
with a population that was not

midd~e

We were
c~ass

a~so

dea~ing

and did not

possess a high level of social and work skills.

For such a

population tasks such as being on time for work were reported
as a newly acquired skill.

Achievement of such tasks would

represent

base~ine

~ovement

from the

of previous functioning.

The variables we set out to measure were the areas
where the program is attempting to bring about positive
change in the participants.
. additional school credits,
money

earne~,

These nine objectives are:
additiona~

vocational

amount contributed to support,

ski~ls,

~iving

within

budget, cooperation with worker,

re~ating

to others, self

confidence, and responsibility.

These are the areas around

which we developed our measure.

We wanted to determine

where the participants stood in these areas after being in
the program.
The administration of the ILSP is carried out by a
permanent review committee.
the district director for

The committee is composed of

Mode~

Cities CSD, Lewis Winchester;

a member of the supervisory staff, June Robertson; a project
consultant, Bruce Titus; the out-of-home placement liaaon

.......

-

.......
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worker, Larry Fleming; and one other nat-large" member desig
nated by the district director.

The committee determines

who shall be admitted to and terminated from the program.
They also periodically review (every three to four months)
the progress of participants.

Application for admission to

the program is made on behalf of the adolescent by_ his case
worker.

The worker submits written material consisting of

a profile summary, personality assessment, a statement of
how the program would benefit the youth, a tentative budget,
and his statement 6f willingness to assume the necessary
responsibilities.

Caseworkers whose youngsters are admitted

to the program are-required to take on additional respon
sibilities of supervision of the youngster.

Applicants and

their workers are then interviewed by the review committee,
who vote to determine whether or not the applicant should
be admitted.
Once accepted into the program the adolescent and his
worker must appear periodically before the committee for a
review of the youngster's progress in the program.

At this

time movement toward the program's objective of self
sufficiency is d.iscussed, as well as
progress or problems may have

bee~

any

other areas where

experienced. '

Another requirement for those newly admitted members
of the ILSP is that the youngster and his worker must produce
a written agreement; this is called the contract.

This

document details specific goals and objectives which both
parties agree to, and spells out the responsibilities of each

7
person in reaching them.

The contract is to be reviewed

monthly to assess the adolescent's progress toward se1f
sufficiency.

If necessary it can be modified or changed.

A

sample contract is enclosed in Appendix B.
Monthly grant payments for rent and utilities, food,
clothing, transportation, school expenses and other incidental
expenses are made directly to the adolescent.
pants also receive medical coverage.

The partici

Monthly budgets are

usually made by the adolescent. often with the assistance of
his caseworker.
s'ibility for

The adolescent ie given a degree of reapon

~a.ne.ging

his money.

The monthly allotment each

yqungster receives varies with his income from emplOyment or
o,ther

sourcea~

i.e., parents, educational grants, etc.

maximum grant payment allowed is $350 per month.

The

The struc

ture of the ILSP is such that grant payments are made to
the participants so that they may be established in "indepen
dent living

f~ci~itiee".

Such an arrangement allows the

yoUngster an exercise in responsibility, teaches him to live
independently~

to manage money, and to handle the routine

~usiness,~f m~eting

personal needs.

Conourrent1y, the young

ster is required to be engaged in full time aotivity, geared
toward the goal of self-sufficiency.

He may be engaged in

sohool, employment, or vooational training aotivities on a
fu1l time basis, or a combination of two or more of these on
a part time basis.

...

......
...........

..,.".

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Our review of the literature for the task of evaluating
this program covered four related areas.

First, we began to

familiarize ourselves with some of the literature on eval
uative research in general.

To assist us in the development

of our measurement, .a questionnaire, we turned to the lit
erature on means of measurement.

Third, an overview of the

broad area of adolescenoe was undertaken to assist us with
the task of gearing our measure to the adolescent population
we were studying.

Finally, to put this program in the

broader perspect'ive of the system of child welfare services,
some exploration of the child welfare system in Oregon was
made.
The literature we examined on evaluative research was
all relatively current.

The material indicated the field

and practice of evaluating social welfare programs is more
recently being recognized in

Many funding

impor~ance.

sources are now beginning to require that an evaluation
component be included in new programs submitted to them.
Public and private agencies are now more than ever being
held accountable to the public taxpayer

~or

demonstr~ting

the return that is gotten for his dollar.
Weiss

(1972)

discusses the value of evaluations in

--

........ ~.....
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providing information about programs on which important
decisions can be. based.

Evaluations can answer questions

for the policy makers, program directors, and the
titionere.

p~ac

Policy makers are supplied with .information from

evaluations to make decisions

abo~t

the continuation, ex

pansion, or cutback of programs or services.

Program

directors can utilize the information to improve the pro
cedures of their program.

Practit·ioners can look to eval

uation results with an eye to changing'their activities or
techniques to maximize favorable outcomes.
Evaluations of program outcomes provide policy makers
with some basis for their decisions, but as Weiss points
out, other factors may come into play.

The public's recep

tivity or community's acceptance of a program must be
weighed.

The reaction of those participating in a .program

is another factor to be considered.
for the group

The other alternatives

service come into play.

r~ceiving

If there

are few other alternatives, or if the other alternatives
prove poor, a program with a small outcome may be the best
a2ternative.

Cost is often a critical factor in determining

the future of a program.

Outcome must often be looked at

and compared with the price one has to pay for such results.
The nature and purpose of evaluation, according to
Weiss, becomes clear.

It addresses itself to the question,

"How well is the program meeting the purposes for which it
waS established?n

It measures the extent to which these

goals are achieved in order to make decisions about a program

lO
and its improvement.

The first step in evaluation is then

to define and state the goals of a program in such a way that
they can be measured.
to achieve?

.

l

What is a particular program trying

In Weiss' experience this is not an easy ques

tion to get a consensus on.

Another question Weiss posed

and which we found ourselves addressing was who is to make
the measurement as to the extent the goal.s have been achieved.
The possibilities are program participants or clients, staff,
or an outsider, such as an impartial rater, or some measures
suggest using relatives of clients.
Some of the problems of our developi'ng a resea.rch design
for evaluating a social welfare program are disoussed by
Weiss et al (1972).

There is difficulty in getting a "base

line measure tt or e. picture of where the client is before
entering a progra:m or

rec~i vin~

a servi,ce.

B,egi:r:ming our

evaluation while the program was in progress did not allow
for the establishment of a baseline with which to compare
the state of affairs after time in the program.

Control

groups, a,similar group not involved in the program, are
also difficult for the evaluator to set up to utilize as a
basis for comparison with program participants.
To address the problem

of

how we were to measure the

effects of this program we searched the literature for a
model.

A review of the Abstracts of Disertations and Theses

and the NASW Abstracts for Social Work

~ielded

no study of a

similar program and no measurement which we oould use as a
model.

Realizing we would have to develop our own measurement
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in the form of a questionnaire we turned to the literature
on measurement for some ideas on how best to proceed.
L

Bonj.ean· (1967) was useful in giving us an idea of the different measures developed and where to find them.

1

Shaw (1967) provided us with two questionnaires which

I.

had been developed and utilized to measure self-confidence,
~

which was one of the variables we wanted to measure.

From

the two questionnaires, comprised of between forty and fifty
questions each, we saw the scope of measurement one variable
could entail.

We chose those questions we thought to be the

best indicators of self-confidence for our population.
Maizel (1971) was useful. in our development of questions
around employment for the adolescents in our study.

He had

developed and utilized a questionnaire for adolescents, ex
ploring such aspects

o~

their employment as learning

ne~

skills on the job, and their relations with people at work.
Reviewing this questionnaire enabled us to look at 'some dif
ferent aspects of

employ~ent,

and to decide which aspects we

wished to focus on for our study.
We found the works of Gold (1969) and Zachry (1940)
relevant to our exploration of the adolescent's relationships
wi th others.
teenag~r.

These works explored the socia.l world of t.he

~hey

,discussed the people in the adolescent's

world - the parents, other a.dults such as teachers, employers
and relatives, and the crucially important peer group.

With

a clearer picture of the teenager's social world we were
able to design our questionnaire to meaaure his/her level. of

t~

...

... "'~
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functioning in the area of
Our

~aet

area of

re~ating

exp~oration

to others.
in the literature was

brief but important in addressing some
in such a program as the ILSP.

crucia~

issues found

One issue which this study

does not address is the need in the community for such a
program.

If a community doesn't have a population which

needs such a program, the question of whether or not the
program "works" becomes secondary.
The literature on child welfare needs in Oregon sheds
some light on the question of the need for such a program.
Greenleighs (1968) looked at the prob1em of out-of-home care
for children in ,Oregon, and found it to be ttone of the pri
mary problems in Oregon."

He

stat~s,

"Oregon has been in a

state of crisis with respect to its public out-of-home care
programs for children for a number of years," and, "every
year an increased number of chil.dren need out-of-home c~e.ft
He mentions' the adolescent as posing greater difficulty than
others in finding out-of-home care.

Such data indicate the

need for out-of-home care programs and a l.ack of such pro
grams for adolescents.
A conference in Portl.and' on I1Purchase of Child Care
Services"

(~972) reported on "Care and Services for Children

Outside Their own Homes."
out-of-home care.

They prioritized the problems of

Third on a list of eleven was the gaps

which existed in service programs to meet the needs of certain
chil.dren.

They proposed an assessment of service needs and

pl.ans to meet the needs not met by existing service programs.

"
l.3
The ILSP program was designed to serve the adolescent
who woul.d not be appropriate for existing out-of-home care
programs.

The popul.ation of the program would not be in need

of residential treatment, group home care, foster care, or
inetitutional.ization.

They were in need of out-of-home care,

but no existing program was appropriate.

They

the cracks created by the gaps in programs.

f~l.l

between

The ILSF is a

program meeting a need not met by any of these.other ·programs.

,

~.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The process of evaluating this social welfare program
r

began as all program evaluations must, with an exploration
of what the program waS trying to do (its objectives), and
the methods (the hows) it w~s employing.

To accomplish such

a task it was necessary for us, as "out-of-houee" evaluators,
to talk with 'administrators, practitioners, and program par
ticipants.

Meetings were held with various members of the

review committee, which served as administrative staff.
We first met with the program's monitor, a member of
.the supervisory sta£f who performs a majority of adminis
trati~e

functions, and at the same time we made contact with

the program's consultant, who also serves as a caseworker
for two of the program's participants.

Much of our under

standing of the program's objectives and methods came from
these two people.

To assure that our evaluation had further

administrative support

an~

sanction we met with. the director

of the Model Cities CSD, who is also a committee member.
further understand how the

prog~am

To

operated we were invited

to attend a meeting of the review committee.

Here we were

given the opportunity to meet the remaining members of the
committee,' some of the program participants and their oase
workers.

At this meeting we were able to observe how a

"~
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participant's review proceeds, as well as the committee's
procedure for admitting an applicant.
Once we gained an understanding of the objectives and
methods of the program, our next task was to decide the focus
of our evaluation.
~airly

open.

The program staff left this decision

The ILSP required an evaluation component but

no outcome study was included or built into the program.
money or

sta~f

No

were provided for the task of evaluation.

There was interest and concern on the part of staff that
funding for the program be maintained or even'expanded.
Clients were coming in requesting this service of the agency.
There was'& desire on the part of administrators to demon
strate to the legislature and public the effectiveness of
the program.

Practitioners were interested in evaluation

geared toward enhancing any positive impact on the client,
by improving the methods of the program's operation.
We considered doing a cost analysis by comparing the
total cost in money, time, personnel of this program with
other out-of-home care programs such as foster care, group
home care, and institutional care.
of community impact study.
app~oach

We considered some Bort

A case history or "systems"

to evaluation was also discussed.

We settled on an

evaluation design which would attempt to measure the extent
to which the program was meeting its objectives of positive
change in ,ita participants.

We felt a cost analysis is

limited unless one can first determine what one gets for his
money.

The program seemed too young and small scale to

- , ..

--..~.,

......
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attempt a community impact study.
We realized the difficul.ties we would enoounter in
using a quasi-experimental. design to measure change.

One

problem related to control for other variables other than the
program, which might bring about change.

A participant

might

become more self-confident after being in the program, but
could we concl.ude this was primarily due to the program and
not some other factor?

A control group i.e., a group similar

in all respects except one, not receiving this service,
would solve this problem.

As is the case with many social

welfare programs, such a group was not eetablished or avail
able.

Our other problem was the difficulty in establishing

a baseline.

In the areas in which we wanted to measure

change, we did not know (in the sense of an established
measurement) where the participants stood prior to entry into
the program.

As an example, if we didn't know a youngster's

'level of responsibility when he entered the program, how
could we determine ,if, as a result of the program, he was
more responsible?

Our

review of the literature'yielded no evidence that

a similar program had been impl.emented elsewherej. therefore
there waS no existing measure which we could employ to eval
uate the program.
case records of the

We considered gathering our data from the
p~ticipants.

~though

background data

was available, written data about the, youngsters while in the
program was insufficient.

We needed to develop a measure we

could apply to the participants, which would indicate where
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they stood in meeting the program's objectives.

These were

spelled out on the review committee's evaluation sheets for
each youngster.

They list these items: "additional school

credits, additional vocational ski11s, amount earned, amount
contributed to support, lives within budget, cooperation with
worker, relates to others, self-confidence, is responsible."
A questionnaire was settled on as the means of measure.

We

felt this would yield more consistent data than interviews.
Measures for each of these variables were spelled out in
operational, observable and' behavioral terms.

We decided to

ask participants to rate themselves, and also to have their
oaseworkers rate them.
In our questionnaire we sought identifying information
(age, sex, race, and time ~n program)t thinking we might
comp~re

the results with these variables.

females

rat~

higher than males in a particular area, or did

those in the program longer
members?

For example, did

ra~e

higher in an area than new

The variable of additional school credits waS

measured by questions in

qu~titative

and qualitative terms

in a. section entitled "Educational Information."
dix B for a copy 9f the actual questionnaire.)
of the variable of additional

vocation~l

(See Appen
Two aspeots

skills were measured.

In the education seotion, information was sought regarding
those vocational, skills learned in an eduoation program.

In

the "Employment tt section, we sought information regarding
vocational skillS learned while on the job.

To measure the

amount earned we asked questions about participants' employ

l8
ment.

As we wanted to obtain information on attitudes toward

these- activities of work and school, as well as factual data,
question were asked about the value placed on these activ
ities •
. The variables of amount contributed to support and
lives within budget were measured by twelve questions around
money management.

Six questions were posed on the subjeqt

of the contracts made between the youths and their case-
workers in the section "You and Your Worker."

These contracts

spell out more specifically and personally the objectives for
each youth.

For this reason we sought data which would

indicate satisfaction with these objectives and the degree to
which they were being met.

In this section six questions

were also posed to measure the variable of cooperation with
worker.
tative

Questions
nature~

we~e

of both a quantitative and- quali

The reader may again refer to the question

naire.
To measure self-confidence seven statements were de
veloped as indicators of this variable.

The participants

were asked to respond to statements on a five-point scale,
ranging from "true for me all or most of the time" to "rarely
or almost never true for me".
and instructions given to the

The statements were arranged
respo~dent

that he think in

terms of the -truth of each statement for him now as compared
with a year ago.

The time lapse of a year was chosen because

it was a round figure which would approximate when the re
spondent entered the ILSP.

We wanted to determine whether

19
the participants (and their worker~) saw any change in their
attitudes about themselves in the course of a year (or their
approximate time in the 'program).

Together, the seven in

dicators would serve as an overall measure of the level of
self-confidence in the participants; as rated by the youths
themselves, and by their workers.
Eight measures were developed to rate the youths on
the program's objective of improved relationships with
others.

Both groups of respondents were asked to indicate

any improvement in the adolescent's relationships with peers,

various family members, and other adults in
life.

th~

youth's

The last of the nine variables, responsibility, was

measured by twelve indicators.

They covered three general

areas of re.sponsibility: in handling money, meeting respon
sibilities to others, and being responsible in meeting
personal needs.
The majority of questions or statements allowed the
respondent to select his responses from a five-point scale.
Two similar scales were utilized.

One scale used responses

ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree," and
the other scale had responses ranging from "true for me all
or most of the time n to "rarely or almost never true for me".
In nine questions a four-point scale was used, with responses
ranging from "always" to "never".

For one statement a three

point scale was utilized, but ,we later felt these were not
a.s useful or precise as a five-point scale might have been.

Initially we had thought in terms of developing

· ....
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two questionnaires - one for the youths and another for their
caseworkers.
two raters.

We wanted to apply the same measure, but have
So rather than simply reword the measure from

the first to the third person (that of the caseworker), we
administered the same measure with additional instructions to
the caseworkers.
questionnaire).

(See Appendix B, the cover letter for the
The decision to have two raters for this

evaluation would offer certain advantages.

We would have

two judgements on where the 'client stood 'in relation to the
program's objectives -

his own and his worker's.

The.two

judgements might agree and substantiate each other, or they
might vastly disagree.

Either way, they would give a more

accurate picture of the reality of the situation.

The two

judgements would serve as a check on responses which might
otherwise be considered highly subjective.
Once our 'measure was developed we were anxious to run
a pretest, which w,ould serve to indicate any weak areas.
The

was in finding a pretest respondent.

dif~iculty

measure was applicable only to
in the ILSP.

cl~ents

The

or workers with clients

With such a small population (twelve) to draw

from, we did not want to lose any of them by having them
take a pretest.

We decided on presenting it to two members

of the administrative staff for review and critique, and s$
a result only minor admendments were made.
A time was arranged when we could meet with the par
ticipants and their workers to administer the' questionnaire.
The two groups of respondents met in different rooms, each
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with an evaluator present to answer any questions.

Those

not in attendance were later provided with questionnaires to
be returned to CSD.

Of the twenty-four questionnaires dis

tributed, twelve to the participants and twelve to their
workers, twenty-one or 87+% were returned.

The worker return

was 100%, while nine of the twelve youngsters, or 75%,
returned their questionnaires.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
We are describing a total population of twelve young
men and wpmen.

These youngsters range in age from sixteen

years to twenty-one years old.
(See Chart 1, Appendix A).

Their mean age is eighteen.

Eight members of the population

(two females, six males) are Blaok: three other members of
the population (two females, one male) are White: and one
other member of the",population is a Native American girl.
There are a tota1 of seven males and five females.
Chart 2, Appendix A).

Time spent in the program (see Chart 3,

Appendix A) ranges from one month to one year.
time of

par~icipation

(See

The average

is 7.5 months.

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
In terms of school grades completed, the ILSP members
range from the eighth to the twelfth grade; the mean last
grade completed is just short of the eleventh grade.

During

1974 eleven .ILSP members had been involved in various edu
cational programs: five were working to pass their General
Educational Development teets, four attended high school,
one worked in the Youth Manpower Program, and one girl took
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training in a program at Mt. Hood Community College.
Chart 4. Appendix A).

(See,

Five of these people have indicated

full-time involvement,five others indicate part-time involve
ment; one other person did not respond.
Even though these youngsters have been an average of

7.5 months in the ILSP, three of them report having completed
their education programs.

One young man has graduated from

high school, another received his GED certificate, and a
third member completed a tra.ining program at Mt. Hood Com
munity College.

Two of these people have already gone ahead

and enroll'ed in addi.tiona.l classes.

With regard to the

question of evaluating their own performance in the va.rious
education programs, the response was "average"; in fact,
scores for the responses from workers and youngsters were
identical (N=ll; M=2.8S).

EMPLOYMENT
Of the twelve members in the ILSP, ten
or are currently employeq.

e~ther

have been

(See Chart 5, Appendix A).

The

other two reported that they were involved in full-time edu
cational

pro~rams.

The youngsters who were employed indicate

that they have been working in a variety of

jo~s:

two have

worked as nurses' aides, others have been employed as food
service workers, i.e., busboys, waitresses, and dishwashers.
Pay for these jobs has

ra.n~ed

from $1.90 per hour to about

13.00 per hour; the average pay was about $2.25 per hour.
Of the ten who were employed, six reported going on for
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second jobs; four of these say.that they improved their
positions either in terms of money earned or new skills
acquired.

As an example, one young woman reported that she

quit her 12.00 per hour job as a waitress in a cafe, and is
now working for $3.00 per hour as a secretary a Navy recruit
ing office.

The youngsters say that they have landed these

jobs mostly through their own initiative.

Our analysis of

the data shows no significant difference between these
responses and those of the workers.
In terms of being significant to our purposes as eval
uators, we felt that the final'two questions in the Employ
ment section were of great importance.

First, the youngsters

were asked what they wanted to be doing after having completed
the ILSP.

Then they were asked if they agreed that their

current efforts in work and/or school were

he~pin~

them to

reach these goals.

Just as the members differ in personality

so do their goals.

One girl wants to become an airline

stewardess.
worker.

Another wants to become a counselor or social

Some of the members want to work and continue in

school, while others want to own their own businesses.

Sut

with the second question there was complete agreement.

Both

workers and youngsters agreed (scores for the responses were
identioal) that work and school were going to help them get
what they wanted for themselves.
MONEY MANAGEMENT
This section received a very poor response.

The

~

..
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workers did not respond to seven percent of the questions;
the"youngs~ers

the questions.

did not respond to about seventeen percent of
We had arranged the questions around the

areaS of income, budgeting and money management.
sters reported that their monthly income

h~d

Five young

changed while

in the ILSP, but a majority of the youngsters (seven) reported
reasonably stable levels of employment earnings.

Table 1,

Appendix B indicates specific amounts of employment earnings
which the young people have contributed to their own sup
port.
Responses to budgeting questions were arranged and
coded on a four-point scale (always, sometimes, rarely,
never).

The young people were asked if they planned some

sort of budget each month.

The mean response was 2.75.

When

asked if they received any assistance in making out budgets,
the mean response was 2.56, again falling in the range of
rarely to sometimes.

Three of the nine youngsters who re

sponded to these questions ~eported that they never received
assistance from anyone.

One girl reported getting help from

her family, and the remaining five members said they received
help from their caseworkers.
Next they were asked to produce a sample monthly budget,
by listing amounts spent on the following seven items: rent

and utilities, food, school expenses, transportation, clothing,
entertainment, and other miscellaneous items.

Perhaps since

budget making is not a frequent practice among all the ILSP
members, this part of the" questionnaire must have presented
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some problems; the youngsters left blank fully one-third of
the sample budget items.

With regard to the items which were

listed, another one-third of the responses disagreed by at
least $15.00 per item each month.
ticu1a~

This may be of no par

significance in terms of such things as olothing or

entertainment, but we thought it a poor ref1ection that

t~ere

were such great degrees of disagreement over such basic items
as food and rent and utilities.

As an example, one youngster

said he budgeted $60.00 for rent and utilities, and $20.00
for food; hie worker listed $110.00 for rent

~d

utilities,

and $50.00 for food.
It is interesting to note that in spite of the apparent
confusion over how much is spent on various budget items,
both clients and workers agree that the youngsters do a good
r~sponsible.money m~agement.

job of

Seven of the program

members have opened checking and/or savings accounts.
the

r~sponses

for thi's secti.on were

a.rr~ged

Again"

and coded on a

four-point scale.

We asked if the youngster felt he/she' was

able

regu1arly.~eet

t~

budget and

bills and

expen~e6.

Member

responses scored a mean of 3.5; worker responses scored a
mean of 3.58.

So there seems tO,be a strong feeling that the

youngsters are

do~ng

a good job of money management.

, YOU AND YOUR WORKER

For the purpose of comparison in the remaining sections,
those worker responses have been eliminated for which we had
no corresponding participant response (due to non-return of

1
j.
I
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three questionnaires).

Data around the area of the contract

revealed that eight of the. nine responding partioipants had
made a oontract with their workers.

The "no" response was

from a participant in his first month in the program.

There

fore the responses for the remaining five questions dealing
with the contract have an N=8 for both the participants and
workers.
The second question, dea1ing with satisfaotion with
the content of the contract, yielded the greatest differenoe
between the clients' and workers' responses.

The mean re

sponse for the adolescents was 4.25, and the workers reported
a full point lower, 3.25.

While the clients report they

"agree" (4.0) that "there was nothing in it (the contract) I
wanted to change," the workers indicated they were "undecided"

(3.0)

about this.

For a comparison of the mean responses of

partioipants and workers about the oontract see Chart 6,
Appendix A.
of the

Revision of the contract more to the satisfaction

.wor~ers

might be

~ndicated.

Or, perhaps the workers'

clarification with the client that he (the client) i~ truly
satisfied (as the results indicate) will increase his own
satisfaction with the contraot.
Workers and clients responded in a similar manner to
the third question about mutually intending to follow through
with the conditions of the oontract.
intended to

follo~

They both "agree" they

through, with a mean for this question of

4.12 for both groups of respondents.
The fourth question inquired if there were conditions
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of the contract unfulfilled.

The mean response for both

groupe was not too different; the client mean response being
3.12 and the worker mean 3.37.

The workers did tend more

than the clients toward "agree" than "undecided" about this.
This points out an awareness on the part of both groups that
there may be items in the contract that have not been fol
lowed through on.

Our next question asked if it was impor

tant that these things haven't been done.

Our thought WaS

that contracts may need to be changed and modified as cir
cumstances and priorities change.
that it wasn't important.

Both groups disagreed

The question remains if conditions

of the contract were important, why then were they not fol
lowed through.

Revision of the contract after a stated period

of time might, offer an explanation, and provide both the
worker and client with

~

more

workab~e

agreement.

There seems to be ,a feeling on the part of workers that
although they tended to be "undecided" about their satis
faction with the original contract, they felt it important
to follow through with it once it was agreed upon.

A re

vision of the original contract might also provide them with
a more satisfactory agreement to follow through with, rather
than feeling compelled to follow through with an agreement
they're not satisfied with.
The final question on 'the contract asked if the con
tract was relevant to what clients wanted out of the program.
Both groups "agreed" it was, with the youngsters a.veraging a
stronger agreement than the caseworkers.

This confirms the
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general trend of workers to be leas satisfied with the
oontract.
Six questions were posed to measure the variable of
relationship with the caseworker.

The first three inquired

about the quality of the relationship, whereas the last three
were more quantitative in nature.

The general trend was for

partioipants to rate the worker higher than the worker rated
himself.

The qualitative traits of "helpful", "available"

and "trust" were oredited to the workers by the adolesoents.
Trust received the highest rating (a mean of

4.9), indicating

they "strongly agree" that they trust their workers.

Avail

ability was rated by the adolescents next highest with a mean
of 4.66, and helpful received a mean response of 4.2
The workers rated themselves consistently lower than
the'clien~s

did. 'They rated

~hemselves hi~hest

on the trait

of available (a mean of ,4.1), although this was still lower
than the client rating.

(8

rating
of 3.9.

Trust received the next highest

mean of 4.0), and helpful received a mean response
For a comparison of participant and client means on

relationship see Chart 7, Appendix A.

The mean of the worker

self ratings on the three traits were very similar (4.1, 4.0
and

3.9), and the differences were insignificant.

a more significant difference in

~he

There waa

clients' rating of the

workers on the three traits.
The frequency of contact was reported by, both ,groups
to be on the average a little more than once a week.

Both

groups agree the contacts are "sometimes" initiated by the
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client and find the number of contacts to be adequate.
ABOUT YOU
Seven indicators of the
were administered.

var~able

of self-confidence

Together these seven indicators give us

a picture of the level of functioning in the are.a of self
confidence from two perspectives - client and worker.

A

comparison of the mean responses of the two groups is illus
trated in Chart 8, Appendix A.
ratings of

~he

On observation the workers'

clients seem lower.

When applying, a statis

tical test for significance, the Mann Whitney U, p<.OOl, we
find the workers rated self-confidence on the seven measures
significantly lower than the

why.

We might

i~terpret

yo~gsters.

One ,can speculate

this as the optimism of'youth.

People may have a tendency to rate themselves higher than,
others and to think of themselves more positively than others
would.

The caseworkers might be app1ying a different and

somewhat higher standard.
Both groups do rate the adolescents at an average-to
above-average level of functioning in the area of improved
self-confidence.

We attempted to make some comparisons 'of

self-confidence ratings based on such variables
: .

time in the ILSP program.

8S

sex and

We wondered whether there would

be any significant differences in the ratings.

For example,

if there was a higher le,vel of sel:f'-confidence in those who
had been in the program for a longer period of time as com
pared with those in the program fO,r only a short time, the
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positive change could be attributed to participation in the
program.
The difficulty in our making such comparisons was that
with such a small sample it wouldn't be possible to base any
conclusions on the findings, and the differences would have
to be very large to be significant.

A look at the profile

of the youths and their time in the program (see Chart 3,
Appendix A) shows only three youngsters in the program for a
period of less than six months; and this is too small a
sample to base any comparison on.

We attempted a oomparison

of male and female self-confidence'ratings; but we realized
,that the sample was too small, and our analysis yielded no
significant differences.
Bight indioators of the variable relations with others
were developed.

The last one received a poor response, most

likely due to its placement apart from'the others on the
following page.

For this reason analysis of the response

for this last indicator was not possible with such a small
number of responses.

Therefore seven, rather than eight

indicators, will be analyzed.

The reader is referred to

Chart 9, Appendix, A for a graphio
responses for both raters.

illustrat~on

of the mean

A higher mean response by the

youths was found for each indicator.

This follows the same

pattern found in the self-confidence ratings, with the youths
rating themselves higher than the workers rated 'them.

The

difference would appear to be significant, ranging from a
difference of .62 to 1.1 between the two raters.

The grand
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mean of the seven indioators for the partioipants averaged
4.07, and 3.2 for the oaseworkers.

The youths rated the

measure of improved relations with others "very often true
for matt whereas the workers indioated the measures were more
apt to be "occasionally true" for the youths.
The. two groups did
most improvement.

a~ee

on the indioators which showed

The indicators of relationships with par

ents, siblings, other relatives and co-workers (14,5,6,7 on
Chart 9, Appendix A) were rated higher by both groups than
the indicators of

·relationship with peers

(#1,2,3).

Both

the respondents agreed the most improvement was in the youths'
improved relationships with those other than his peers.
MORE ABOUT YOU

Twelve measures 'of

~esponsibility

areas of money management,
responsibility to self.

were applied to the

responsi~ility

Under

responsib~e~money ~anagement

three indicators were. developed.

The measure of overdrawn

bank aocounts yielded a mean response of
sters and 1.57 for the workers.

.to others, and

2.7

for the young

The two raters agreed that

"sometimes but infrequently" they' run up a lot of bills, and
"very often" they pay their bills on time.
Four indioators of responsibility with regard to others
were

deve~oped.·

A mean response of 3.44 by the youngsters

and 3.82 by the. workers was given for the .indicator of "reg
ular contaot with my family".

The responses to the other

three indicators of responsibility to others are illustrated
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in Chart 10, Appendix A, in addition to the five indioators
of responsibi1ity to onese1f.

For these eight indioators the

mean response of the two groups were simi1ar.

The grand

mean for the youths averaged 3.9 and a 3.68 for the workers.
Intereeting1y the same measure, that of "eating things that
are good for me," received the 10weet rating by both groups.
Whereas the youths rated "doing what I say I'11 do" highest,
their workers rated them highest on "usua11y being c1ean and
we11-groomed."

A comparison of the grand

me~s

of the four variab1es 

re1ationship with worker. ee1f-confidence, re1ations with
others, and reeponsibi1ity - is i11ustrated in Chart 11,
Appendix A.

Both groups gave the highest

ship with worker."
rating

~ating

to t're1ation

Se1f-confidence reoeived the next highest

the youths, and respohsibi1ity by the workers.

~y

Responsibi~ity

was given the 10west rating by the youths,

whereas re1ations with others received-the workers' 10west
rating.

The trend was for the

y~ungsters

to rate themee1vee

higher than the oaseworkers rated' them on each of the four
variab1es.

CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A significant part of our data analysis has been des.
criptive.

This is due in part to the nature of Some of the

data i.e., types of employment and types of education pro
grams.'

Another factor is the small population which was

available to study.

This small sample made it unfeasible to

compare such 'factors as

s~x,

or time in program.

Not only

does the program have a small population, but it is also
relatively new (one year old at the time of study).
The focus of our evaluation was not what the program
,I

costs, but what legislators and taxpayers can expect to get
for whatever money

t~ey

spend., However cost must enter into

the picture of any program evaluation.
that

~his

Cost analysis shows

program has an appealing ,advantage over many

programs - it is far less expensive.

o~h.r

Table 1, Appendix B

indicates.the "alternate plan ,and cost per month" for each of
the ILSF members.

The only out-of-home oare whioh is less

expensive than the ILSP is foster care.

So if money is the

only oriterion, then the choice is olear - go with foster
care.
Here is 'where the budgeters need to turn to the re
searchers
money.

to ask what does each program give us for our

We have indicated what one can expeot from this pro
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gram.

An article by Hunter (1964) outlines a 1963 fo11owup

of 95 families in Oregon who had taken foster teenagers two
years previously; and only 35 still had the teenagers or were
even available to take one.
appear successful for

Foster care not only doesn't.
but also implies the hidden

teenage~s,

cost of .finding homes, trying to work out problems with the
family and child so he may remain in the home, and, if he
leaves, additional time spent in finding another placement.
The same, administrative costs are not involved in the ILSP.
Some attempt was made to 'design our measure on the
basis of comparing levels of present functioning ve.
o~

~evels

functioning' at the time of entry into the program.

How

ever, what we were able to measure was primarily their func
tioning at the time of our study; and this was in the area
of the program's ~bjectives, the nine indicators of successful
program participation.
~irm

meas~re

In retrospect, we did not obtain a

of their functioning ,in these areas prior to

entry into the ILSP.

What we were able to obtain and analyze

was how well and to what degree the youngsters were
tioning and meeting the program's

obj~ctives.

func~

Despite, the

limitations of the study, the data we analyzed allow us to
make conclusions in this area.

Measurement of functioning

by the two groups - workers and participants - yielded more
validity to our conclusions than responses from a single
group.
There was general agreement between both groups in the
ar~as

of additional school credits, vocational skills, and
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The fact that 9l~ of the partioipants were .

money earned.

earning school credits by participation in education programs,
and that 27% of these youths had completed education programs
indicates the program's success in this area.

The percent

completing education programs appears even more successful.
in light of the fact that the average amount of ·time in the
ILSF was only

7.5 months.

The data shows a favorable level of achievement for
the indicator of employment.

83% of th~ youngsters ·were

employed at some time while in the program, and 60% ·of them
obtained a second job.

These figures indicate success in

this area more significantly when one considers the current
high rate of unemployment, especially for Blaok

tee~agers.

Two-thirds of our population fa.1.l into this category..
~v.a1uating

or planning for similar

prog~ams,

In

one might expect

less success in this area until the employment picture
changes.
Tab1e 1, . Appendix B, which was developed by CSD staff,
showB the IItotal child I s cost to budget'·, the amount of money
he has contributed to his support while in the

progr~.

Most

participants have contributed a small percentage of the total
cost.

Two of the youngsters have, in a period of less than

a year.. become virtually self-supporting; one is empl.oyed in
the armed forces, and the other as a full-time secretary.
The data showe

~hat

program members are· contributing to their

support and moving toward ,the objective o£ becoming sel£
supporting.
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The program's objective of

living within the budget

received a rating indicating some success in this area.

The

response to the statement ttl am able to budget and regularly
meet my bills and expenses" rated a mean

o~

3.5 on a four

point scale.
The remain~g objectives ,(gOOd relationships with the
worker,

improve~

relations with others, and higher levels of

self-confidence and responsibility) all received a rating
indicating a high level of achievement.

Although the case

workers rated achievement of these objectives at a lower
level, both groups ,indicate that there is achievement by the
participants in these areas.
Our findings indicate that levels of achievement are
sufficiently ,high
are being met.

t~

conclude that the program's ,objectives

Such findings

to continue the ILSP.

wo~d

~dicate

a recommendation

.The period of one year is really too

short a time to test the success of a program.

~his

is

especia11Y,true when we consider that this program was de
signed to achieve its goal of self-sufficiency by participants
within a two year tim~ frame.
men~

For this reason 'we also recom

a follow-up study at the end of the second year.

If

money and staff are not budgeted for this purpose by the
state, we suggest that other students from the Portland State
University School of Social Work might be interested in
a study.

su~h

Modifications of our measure would enable it to be

utilized as a pretest.

It could be administered to youths

as they enter the ILSPi and again as a post-test after they
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are out of the program.

If

n~ fo~~ow-up

then we would recommend that the program

study is undertaken,
uti~ize

some improved

method of data keeping, to determine the degree to which the
program is suocessfully meeting its objectives.
While this study is by no means definitive, the satis
factions and positive thrust, with no negatives elicited over
more than sixty dimensions, indicate that serious attention
should be paid to this type of alternative to

tradition~

programs, to say nothing of the alternatives of

~eaving

these young people to their own unsupervised entry into
adult~ood.
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'Chart 2: Population. Profile by Race
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White
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!
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0hart 3: Time in Program
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Chart

4:
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Participants ll.fhi:Le in the ILSP
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Ghart 6: Participant and Worker Means on the Five
QUestions Dealing with the Contract (You

and Your Worker questions 2 - 6)
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Chart 7: Participant and Worker Means on the Three
Q~estions Regarding the quality of the Relation
ship with the Caseworker (You and Your Worker
questions 7 - 9).
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SAMPLE INDEPENDENT LIVING SUBSIDY PROGRAM

AGREEMENT BETWEEN CLIENT AND WORKER
GENERAL
The purpose of this agreement iS,to define certain obligations.
William Jones must abide

b~

them to enter and remain in the

Independent Living Subsidy Program.

The agreement also

defines the obligations Joe Davis has in supporting William
in the program.

Both William and Joe agree that if both

follow through with the terms written below that William will
become

se~f-sufficient

no later than November 1, 1975.

William Jones will contact Joe Davis, either by phone or
office visit, at least once per week and will be available
to meet with him at least once every. two weeks for a three
month period.

Joe Davis will help William plan the following

month's budget

b~

t~e

the 15th of each month and will see that

money to subsidime his income is available to him by the

first of each month.

EDUCATION
William Jones will continue to attend Jefferson High School
until June,

1~74.

He will maintain grades high enough to

enable him to graduate at that time.

He will not have more

than three tardinesses in anyone month and no absences with
out the prior
~l1ness.

appr~val

of Joe Davis, except in the case of

Joe Davis will assure that a school transportation

allowance is inoluded on the monthly budget.
Joe Davis will
coun~elor,

arr~ge

a meeting between William, his school

and Joe during April, 1974, to investigate the

possibility of a grant to help William attend classes in auto
motive repair at Portland Community College next year.

If

William is unable to obtain.a grant, Joe will talk to the
Admissions Officer to try to get

W~lliamts

tuition waived.
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EMPLOYMENT
William is to continue working a minimum of twenty hours per
week during the school year at Killen's Auto Repair shop.
His take home pay is $120.00 per month out of which William
will provide his own entertainment and clothing as well as
his total rent ($75.00).
Beginning in mid-June, 1974, William will begin full-time
employment for Mr. Killen and will provide hie total living
expenses between July 1, 1974, and September 15, 1974.

If

it is arranged for William to attend school in September,
the subsidy program will resume with a financial schedule
similar

~o

the one of May.

By August 1, 1975, William will be totally self-sufficient
financially.

Joe Davis will help him plan his budget, if

necessary, and advise him in such &reas as health-insurance,
credit purchasing, etc., until at least November 1, 1975, ,
unless William wishes to discontinue this assistance earlier.

PROGRAM COMPLETION
William Jones will have completed the program in all finan
cial areas by August 1, 1975.

Should he misuse his funds or

be a party to trouble serious enough as to interfere with
his ability to adequately

f~ction

in-either school or employ

ment, he, will be subject to dismissal at a hearing of the
Independent Living Subsidy Program evaluation committee.
William has the right to appeal a recommended dismissal from
the 'program if that is recommended by Joe Davis.
I, William JQnes, understand my obligations and rights as set
forth in the above agreement. I will do my best to comply.
Signed 1____________________________

I, Joe Davis, understand my obligations in the above agreement
and will be available to William whenever possible. I will
do all that is feasible to help 'assume William's success in
this program.
Signed: _________________________
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To the

Caseworkers~

The following is a questionnaire being administered to each
of the adolescents you have in the ILSP.

We designed the

questionnaire in an attempt to measure changes in the areas
indicated on the review reports (i.e., additional school
credits,

mo~ey

earned, cooperation with worker, responsi

hility) •

We are asking you to fill out a questionnaire for each young
ster you have in the ILSP.

The questions are designed to be

answered by the adolescents in the program.

However we are

asking you to answer each question as you would if you were
asked how it fits (applie~ to) your client.

We do

you to answer it as you think you client did

.bu~

E21 want

as you think

and feel about the client(s) you have in the program.

We are aware some of the questions (especially in the last
section) may imply "middle class" values which may not apply
to the population.

They are values which do influence, how

ever, and for that reason have been included.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Mary Gossart
Pat Frawley
PSU School of Social Work
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.To the Past or Present Members of the Independent Living
Subsidy Program:
The following questionnaire is part of an evaluation study
of the Independent Living Subsidy Program.

This study has

been requested by the Children's Services Division, and is
being conduoted by students from Portland State University
School of Social Work.

As you may know the program you are enrolled in is new and
experimental.

We have designed this questionnaire to help

us evaluate the effects of the ILSP.

Your responses will

provide us with information about

successful the program

has been,

~ ~

improvement.

~ow

show us what areas might benefit from

We feel that this information is very important

to the future of the program, and we therefore ask you to
give some thought to your answers.

Finally, we offer this guarantee to you: that you will remain
anonymous and that your responses will be treated with respect
and confidence.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Mary Goesart
Pat Frawl.ey
PSU School. of Social Work

5,7
Identifyin6 Information

h
h
.l!.
h

Age: ____years ____months
Sexi
male
female
Racea--- Black
White ____other (please specify
Date entered program:
month
______

)

~year

Educational Information
1..
-

Please circ1.e the highest grade which you have comp1.eted
in schoo~.
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1.5

2.
--

If you have been enrolled in and attending any educational
programs at any time while in the ILSP fill in the
following table (educationar-p ;;gr;;a-inc1ude such things
as high school, GED programs, vocational school, college)
~

full

date completed
or ~ticipated
date of
t'

~

when you complete (did complete) this program(s) what
will (did) you receive?
Program #1.
___diploma
oertificate
license
_____other (please specify
)
Program 1/2
_ _ _diploma
certificate
license
_____other (please specify
)

---

---'

---

---

~

I am still in the process of 'comp1eting an educational.
program but am much closer to finishing than when I
began it. circle onel
doesn't
strongly undecided
disagree
strong~
apply
agree
disagree
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2.:..

My performance in the educational Program(s) was on the
average (circle one):
Program 11
below average
failing
.average
above average
Program 12
average
below average
above average
failing

Employment
1.
--

Please list all the jobs, if any, you have had since
entering ~ ~.
place of
employment

~

nature
of work

amount
earned

dates of
employment

full of
pa.rt time

reason
leaving

Which statement best describes how you got these jobs?
______~ own initiative
with a little help, moetly my own initiative
______combination of my ~itiative and help from others
______some initiative on my part, mostly through the help
of others
______it was just handed to me

------

~

Once you started at any of these jobs did you have to
learn some ne~ tasks to do the job?
_ _.....y ee
___no

~

If so please describe the new tasks or work skills you
had to learn to do.at your job.

~

How long did it take for
these new tasks? circle
month
2-3
one
or more
weeks
week

you to feel comfortable doing
one:
2-3
one day
days
or less
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h

I feel the new tasks I learned will make it easier for
me to find another job when I need to.
(circle one)
strongly
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

1.:..

What do you want to be doing when you have complet'ed
the ILBP?

§..:.

I feel my current efforts in work and/or school are
helping me to reach this goal.
(circle one)
strongly
agree
undecided'
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

Money Manas.ment

h

While in the ILSP has your income changed from month
to month?- 
___yes
___no

~

How much money (net income, after taxes) do you have to
live on eaoh month?

~

While in the ILSP has the amount of money you earned
from employment changed from month to month~
_ _ _yes
_____no

~

Since entering the ILSP what is the amount of money you
have contributed to your support through emplQyment?
Please indicate whether this is per month or the total
amount you have contributed since entering the ILSP.

~

Do you plan some sort of budget each month? (circle one)
alw~s
sometimes
rarely
never

6.
--

Does anyone assist you with this?
a~ways
sometimes
rarely

h

If so, who?

(circle one)
never
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8.
--

P1ease 1ist how much you spend each month on these
various items:
____________r.ent and utili~iee
__________food
____________schoo1 expenses
____________transportation
____________clothing
____________entertainment
____________other

~

I am able to budget and regularly meet my bills and
expenses.
(circle one)
always
sometimes
rarely'
never

!2.:. Money problems come up due to circumstances beyond

my

control (i.e., necessary unexpected expenses, late
checks, etc.) circle one
always
sometimes
rarely
never

11.

Money problems come up due to my own difficulties
managing it.
(circle one)
always
sometimes
rarely
never

~

Have you opened a checking and/or savings account?
___.yes
__

~

~no

You and Your Worker
~

My worker and I have made a contract.
_ _.....I"yes
__
~no

~

When I agreed to the contract there was nothing in it
I wanted to change, take out, or put in.
(circle one)
strongly
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

.2.:..

I think we both intended to do all of the things stated
in the contract when we agreed to it.
(circle one)
strong1y
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

h

There are things we agreed to do but haven't done.
one) ,
strongly
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

2.:.

It is not really important to either of us that these
things haven't been done.
(circle one)
strongly
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree

(cirole
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6.

I felt that by following the cont~act I would get what
:r wanted out of the ILSP. (circle one)
strongly
atrong1y
agree
undecided
disagree
disa.gree
agree

L..

I feel that my worker is helping me get what I want out
of the ILSP.
(circle one)
strongly
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly
disagree
agree

§.:..

I fee1 I can rely on my worker to be available to help
me if I need it.
(circle one)
disagree
strongiy
agree
undecided
strongly
agree
di:sagree

2.:.

(circle one)
I trust m:y worker.
undecided
disagree
strongl.y
agree
agree

~

strongly
disagree

On the average how many times do you see or talk with
your caseworker?

______2.-'

times a week

---twice a month·
--month
--____
than once a
once a week
once a

~1eee

month

!!.:..

Are you usua117 the one to initiate these contacts?
(circle one)
a1.ais
sometimes
rarely
never

~

For the most part I have found the number of contacts
to be: (circle one)
more than necessary
adequa~e
inadequate

A.bou:t You

The following sta.tements ask you to tell us how you feel ab'out
70urself now as compared with a year ago.
In responding to
these statements. please uee the fol.lowing scal.e:
~
true for me 811 or most of the time
~
ver,y often true for me
~
occasionally true for me
~
sometimes but infrequently true for me
!
rare1y or a1most never true for me

h

I act now with more assurance (self confidence) and am
not as s~.
(circle one)

ABC

D

E
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A - true for me a11 or most of the time
very often true for me
£ - oooasiona11y true for me
~ - sometimes but infrequent1y
true for me
! - rarely or a~most never 'true for me

B-

~

I feel more now that I'm a person of worth and on an
equal plane with others.
(circle one)

ABC
2:,.,

L.

.2.!..

ll.!.
12.

B

B

,I 1ike t'o, meet new peop1e more now;

ABC

D

(oircle one)

E

I feel more 'confident that I can'hand1e problema which
may arise in the future.
(cirole one)

I
A

D

B

find I have more friends now.·" (circ1e one)"
B

C

D

11

I have more what I would consider close friends now,
i.e., regular boy/girl friend.
(circle one)

A

1:2..:.

D

BCD

ABC'
~

E

I feel more co~fidence now that I can make things turn
out the way I want them to.
(circ1e one)

A,

h

D

I am better ab1e now to make ,ood decisions about the
problems I face.
(circle one) ,

ABC

2.!..

E

I am more 1ikely now to e~ess my opinions and not
worry about what others may think.
(c~rcle one)

ABC

.L..

D

B

C

D

E

am more satisfied now with the friendships I have.
(Circle on~)
A
E
B
C
D
I

I
A

get a.long bett,er now with my parents.
B
C
E
D

(oircl.e one)

I 'get along better now with my brothers and/or sisters.

(circle one)

A

!2..:.

l-h

B

d

D

B

I get al.ong better now with other re1ativee.
C
E
B
D

(circle one)

A

I get along better now with the peop1e I work and/or go
to school with.
(circle one)
C
A
B
D
E

6:;·
A
true for me all or most of the time
B
~ery often true for me
C - occasionally true for me
sometimes but infrequently true for me
!
rarely or almost never true for me

R-

~

I get along better with the people who supervise me at
work and/or school.
(circle one)

'More About You

h

I have regular contact with various members of my family.
(circle one)

ABC
~

~

(circle one)

E
(circle one).
B

I never miss school or work unlesa I'm sick.

D

D

E

If I tell somebody I'll do something I usually do it.
(circle one)

ABC

D

E

8.

I am usually clean and well groomed.

--

ABC

~

(circle one)

E

D

(circle one)

E

I usually ahop for my food and prepare my own meals.
A

11.

D

I usually keep my apartment pretty clean.

ABC
10.

(circle one)

E

When I am unable to go to work I call in to let them
know I will not be in.
(cir.cle one)

ABC

1.:..

D
D

(circle one)

E

I pay my bills on time.

ABC
ABC

h

D

I've run up a lot of bills.

ABC

h

E

I have-overdrawn on my bank accounts.

ABC
~

D

B

C

D

E

I usually eat things that are good for me.
A

B

C

D

(circle one)

E

.!&. When I am sick or have something physically wrong I have
it taken care of.

A

B

C

(circle one)

D

E

Difference
between
lLSP and
alt:ernate
Elan cost

Date
szraduatcd

Reason
referred
to eSD

$11 ,200.

+$9384.

10/74

tleg1ect

MacLaren
$1400.

$14,000.

+$12,250.

1/75

Emotionally
disturbed

$ 514.

Foster
Care
$139.

$

236.

5/74

Family
disruption

$134.

$1340.

folacLaren
S1400.

$14,000

+$12,600

1/75

pre-delinquent

$780.

$158

$1580

Group
Home

$ 4,400

+$ 2,820

1/75

Juvenile Co.
contacts

$

$243.

$2430

+$ 8,520

St:ill in
proqrum

Dependency neglect

+$11,680

Still in

Dependency -

Date
·cor.Jmittcd
Date
to eso
N
referred or 5iD
f
.
.1 arne to CSD
b'i court

No. of
suost.
C.lrc
olaccments

Ave.
Date
No.mos. budget
entered in
per
mont.h
ILSP
ILSP

Total
child's
cost to
budSZp.t

cost to eso
budget' cost
Eer mo. in ILSP

A
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4

2/72

8

$225.

$250.

$227.

$1816.

MacLaren
$1400

B

3/7,2

4

3/74

10

$260.

$825 •.

$185.

$1850.

C

2/74

Commitment 2

3/74

2

$257.

$

$257.

Vol.
13
commitment

4/74

10

$231.

$966.

4/74

10

$236.

4/74

10

$243.

D

68

E

3/74

64

50

3/7.2

Ave.CSO

Total

Vol~

Vol.
.Colt'JIlitment 3

64

6

0

0

H
I

278.

Dammasch '$10,950.

-$

Hospit:~l

F

G

Alternate
plan and Total
cost per alternate
Elan cost.
month

$1095.
64

64

6.

4/74

10

$250.

$200.

$232.

$2320

Mac~ren

$14,000

progrcm,-~lect:

$1400.
3/71

3/71

2

5/74 .

9

$300.

$860.

$214.

$1926.

OCI
$737.

10/72

10/72

4

5/74

9

$250.

$1070.

$143.

$1287.

Uillcrest $12,960
$1440.

$ 6,?33.

+$ 4,707

st:i1l in
program

Delinquency,
parole from
r·", cLa re n

+$11,673.

Still in
progrcUt\

Out of control
prostituti.on

0\
\Jl

Namo
J'

K

Date .
committed
Dat<!!
to CSD
referred or PHD
to CSD
by court

'71

10/73

No.of
subst.
care
placements

Vol.
commitment

Ave.
Date' No.mos. budget
entered in'
per
ILSP
IISP
month

Total
child' ~
cost to
budget

Ave.eSO
cost to

Total

budget

per mo.

cost
in rLSP

CSD

Date
graduated

Reason
rc'ferred
to C5D

12/74

2

$250.

$126.

$187.

$374.

Aid to
disabled
or SSI
$140.

$

280.

-$

94.

Still in
program

Delinquency

4

10/74

4

$250.

$ 75

$235.

$940.

Group
home

$ 1,760.

+$

800.

Still in
program

Rejected by
family

+$12,790.

Still in
program

Abuse/neglect

Vol.
co~mitment

7/71

Difference
between
ItsP and
alternate
plan, cost

3

_____

L

Alternate
p'lan and Total
cost per alternate
month_, ____pll:lr'L..cost

7/71

2

4.74

$440.

10

$260.

$529.

$121.

$1210.

Hillcrest $14,000
$1400.

0\
0\

